PITCH & PUNSCH

Business Ideas

November 16, 2022
6.30 PM @ UNI S
Schanzeneckstrasse 1, 3012 Bern

* DO YOU HAVE A PROMISING BUSINESS IDEA?

* WANT TO HEAR FROM START-UP FOUNDERS WHAT DEFINES A GOOD PITCH AND ENJOY A HOT PUNSCH AFTERWARDS?

With

Sabrina Stöckli & Olivier Schären
Co-Founders Santella

Prof. Dr. Matthias Erb
Co-Founder BOUM

Regula Buob
Consultant DNLNA, Board Member: Advisors of the Swiss Startup Association, Trainer at SoftTec

REGISTER HERE:

www.entrepreneurship-training.ch/module1/bern
SABRINA STÖCKLI & Dr. OLIVIER SCHÄREN
Co-Founders Santella

Olivier Schären & Sabrina Stöckli work as researchers at the institute for infectious diseases. Together they are working on a probiotic vaccine to fight E. coli. In simpler terms, they are trying to combat antibiotic resistance by developing a vaccine for certain infections. Therefore, preventing the usage of antibiotics.

Prof. Dr. MATTHIAS ERB
Co-Founder BOUM

Matthias Erb is a professor of plant biology at the University of Bern, a farmer and an entrepreneur. He now uses his management and research experience as a founder. With Boum, he enables urban gardening solutions so that everyone can enjoy plants and build a more sustainable future together.

REGULA BUOB
Consultant DNLA, Board Member: Advisors of the Swiss Startup Association, Trainer at SoftTec

Regula Buob has 20 years of experience as a coach and has helped numerous start-ups to scale up their business. She has worked for 6 years as CEO of the De Vigier foundation that annually awards CHF 500,000 to promising Swiss startups. She is now CEO of Leadership Lighthouse and has founded her own company SofTech in 2009.
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